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?REFACE

To Dr. Earl A. Moore for his sincere criticism of this study
and to Dr. Gordon L. "filson for his invaluable instruction through
the years, I wish to express my deep appreciation.

"A.

INTRODUCTIOD

The compilation of material for this thesis has been a source
of genuine pleasure to me, since it has mat one of my long-felt
needs in the teaching of American literature to high school pupils.
7hrough the courtesy of Ginn and Company I have been able to
1
base this study upon the text Which I teach together with related
material. Since this book keeps constantly in mind the point of view
of the pupil, I have used the period headings as listed in the book.
Many of the tests, models, and illustrations, and similar aids are
reproduced in the units by permission of the publishers.
This plan may be characterized as follms:
1. A definite provision for four levels of mastery.
A challenge to the Individual pupil, through a written
presentation of contracts, to place himself satisfactorily
at the grade-level which he desires.
3. Provision for a period of thirty-six weeks, in six-reeks
units.
The minimum standards have been establisbed through a consideration of
the units as a whole, the foremost aims in teaching literature, ant
the range of the pupil's understanding and interests.
On the second level the materiel is s1i4Stly more difficult. In

1
Cross,Ton Peete, anlith, Reed and Stauffer,Elmor C., American
rriters, Good Fer_dinr for High School, (New Yorlr, Ginn, 1931).

2

the actual practice of this plan

2

it was necessary, due to the limited

time for class work, to permit a part of the memory work to be delivered
outside of the class. The "two-to-three-minute talks"

ere

placed at

this level to meet the needs of the pupils who would not otherwise be
interested in public speaking.
The third level is closely related to the preceding levels, but
It requires a more intelligent approach in assimilation of materials.
This level in the contract contains one step Which distinguishes the
whole, and makes it easier to rise to the fourth, the highest place in
:
1
the unit.
:
i
The fourth level is the most comprehensive. It is distinpoianed
1
i

by the higher class standing, examinations, and additional oral English
work in conducting a class. It must be explained that since no pupil

1
:1
I
i

occ,pied (in the actual practice of the plan) the entire period for
his te-ching, the instructor was able to follow with a general summary
and emphasis upon the necessary points.
Each unit was typed and distributed to the pupils. The work was
explained thoroughly and the pupils who were uncertain as to making
Choices of grade-levels were adviseo by the instructor, and individual
conferences were recorrmerded before the final selection of levels were .
made.

In American Literature, EngliaL il, Auburn (Kentucky) Rich School,
1935-1936.
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The pupils were then instructed to proceed at their arn rate using
the typed contracts with advice from the instructor when necessary. At
the end of the six-weeks period a general summary and organization of
the unit was made, Faini a written test was given.
The units were planned to provide theme subjects requiring creative
ability, and incorporating the fundamentals and technique of writing.
The pupils rere not required to write the answers to the questions,
but rather to use them as guides in the study of the periods to which
they refer.
A pupil was not allowed to start a new contract until he had finished all of the contract of the preceding period. This means that he
must plan his distribution of time. Having been given his assignments
4
in the form of a contract, for the execution of which he feels himself
responsible, he becomes conscious of a definite purpose and sets about
to fulfill the stated requirements of the given contract. In case that
happy situation should develop in rhich the pupil maintains a higher
class standing, in point of grades, than the contract reauires, and
the test grade is above the minimum requirement he may advance to the
next grade level by fulfilling the additional reuirements of the hi#her
level.
On the other hand, if the pupil fails to complete a stated recuirement the techer may allow him to subtitute other rork in vhich he
may have a genuine interest. This is not the general rule, but ray be

allowed at the discretion of the teacher. This situation will not
develop if the plan is executed adequately, since this plan aims to
eliminate failure. By careful guidance the pupil steers from this
unheppy level and remains on the first, or lowest, level, at least.
The collateral reading problem may be met on a sliding-scale
requirement. For the highest level, the A-Contract, the reading of
eight books for the year was required; the B-Contract required seven;
the C-Contract six, and for the lowest level, four books were required.
These numbers are minimum and additional credit may be given for additional books read and properly reported.
The books to be read were selected from the collateral reading
list included in each unit. The aim was to have an equal cumber read
in each unit, thus distributing the time evenly, but this was not
always possible. For exadple, the D-Contract requires four books for
the year, which was divided into six periods. An adjustment for the
individual pupil was required. The collateral reeding report form is
shown as Figure I, (page 61 is suggested; this form may vary as
the
Individual teacher adapts it to her classes.
Without a check to record Tork done and work yet to be done,
the
pupils are likely to devote too much time to the items of greatest
interest to themselves. The individual pupils kept records on five by
eight (lards. The items which appeared on the cards included the full
contract by levels for the clatire year. In this way the pupils were

able to Check the items as they were completed. (It is best to have
each pupil make two such cards, one for himself and one for the
instructor). At the end of each week the pupil checked his record
with that of the instructor, and a final chec): was made before the
test at the end of the six-weeks period. This record is shown as ?igure
2, (pages 7 and 8). This is, as it were, a balance sheet of the pupil's
time.
It is the object of this study not merely to suggest procedure,
but to serve as a guide to that happy state of understanding and complete cooperation between teacher and pupil. It is hoped that it will
be thought suggestive and of consequent value.

2,1
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Collateral Reading Report Form

I. Title
II. Author
L. Name in full
2. Nationality
3. Date of birth
4. Date of death
III. ihe Book
1. Does the title appeal to your interest? 711-y?
2. How is it connected with the story?
IV. The Story
1. Setting
a.Time
b. -'1Lee
2. Opening situation
a. That is the situation at the opening of the story?
Is it co-smonplace or unusual?
3. Closing situation
a. Is the ending hc..-):y or tragic?
b. Is it sati:factory or do you feel that more should be
told? thy?
Climax (point where the interest is hichest)

8

L. Criticism and Comments
a. List the main characters. Do they act as real people?
(1). Which do you

the best? Why?

Which do you like the least? Why?
b. Do the Characters change or develop during the progress
of the action? How?
c. That predominates: description, exposition, narration,
or dialog?
d. What ouotations attracted you the most? 7rite them.
e. State ,nhy you liked or disliked the book.
f. Date read.

SERIES CF COETRACTS

1

F.-Iglish and Colonial 3ackrrounds -- Revolutionary and Pioneer Period

Grade D
1. At least L standing in class work.
2. Average at least D on all tests of the period.
3. Write two fifty-word themes from the topics on page 13.
4. Memorize at least ten lines of poetry from selections or selection
in the text.

Grade C
1. ;it least C standing in class work.
2. Average at least C on all tests of the period.
3. 'omplete items 3 and 4 in the D contract.
4. 'rite an additinai theme of at least one hundred words from the
list of there topics.
5. Kemorize an additional fifteen lines of poetry.
6. Make a two -minute talk from these subjects not used before.

Grade B
1. At least 3 standing in clr_ss work.
2. Average at lenFt 3 on all tests of the period.
3. Complete items 3, 4, and 5, .7 the C contract.
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4. Make a five-minute oral report from theme topics (choose a new
topic).
5. Follow one of the suggestions under "Illustrations and Models,"
Page 1L.
Grade A
I. A standing in class work.
2. Averae A on all tests of the period.
3. Complete items 3, 4, and 5 in the B contract.
4. Make a five-minute oral report on any item in "Collateral
Readings," page 10.
5. Conduct the class after a conference with the instructor.
6. Trite a three-hundred word (minimum) theme from the subjects
(not previously used) on list of theme topics.
If prefrred, expand item 4 in C contract to three hundred words.

Collateral Reading

zzglish
and Colonial Backgrounds (1607-1765)

Atherton

Conoueror

Bradford

?lvmouth Plantation

Byrd

History of Dividing ;,ine

Early

So This is - oston

Ford

Jzinice l!eredith

Ed.N

".1

rd

ggpcluzion to ""retiFe of the Freedoll
of 'he TiA.

11

Edwards

?read= of 7111

&wards

k Progress to the

Johns ten

To pave and to . old

ines of Virginia

Mather, Cotton

Essays to Do ,Good

Mather, Increase

Abetter: A Horrid Snow

Mather,

Magnalia Christi i..mericana

Mather,

Cases of Conscienctil

Morton

New 1,rp1and Canaan

Raleigh

Discovery of Guiana

Sewell

2ARM

3mith

A Map of Virginia

Smith

True Relations (10 paces)

Thacker

The Virginiafto
J.H.
d.n.ted),

_Z.C.Wintlirop arid •John Winthrop
San—. Old Puritan Love Letters

Ward,

Simule Cobbler 21 :
d 6govan%

Winthrop

journa1,

12

Revolutionary and Pioneer Period (1765-1800)

Brawn,Charles 3rockden

'.s.xtract from Meland

De Crevecoeur

Letters of An American Farmer

Franklin

Autobiogranhv (schcol edition) (50 pages)

Franklin

Dialogue Retween Franklin and the Gout

Franklin

Ephemera

Franklin
Model of a Letter of Recommendation
On Cotton Mather
On Old Age
On War and Science
Rules by Which a Great Empire May be
Reduced
Franklin

'.7a7 to T7ealth
(This "speech of Father Abraham at an
auttion" was first published as a sort
of preface to Poor Richard's Almanac;
for 1758).

Jefferson,Thomas

Declaration of Independence
First InauTaral Address
On the Monroe Doctrine
Portrait of 7:adhington

Lnagfollow
Payne,Thomas

aul Revere's Ride
Thn Times That Tr-, Men
.Extract from the Crisis

Souls

17,

Washington,George

farewell Address
Letter to the Continental Congress
Letter to Mrs. Washington

Woolman, John

At a Yearly Meeting
Boyhood and Youth
Journey to the South
Plain Way of Living

foams Topics

English and Colonial 3ackgrounds- Revolutionary and Pioneer Period

An Indian Captive
'::otovr, the Home of 1illiam Byrd
The New

igland ?rimer

nci. the B1ue-bao17nd Speller Were My Textbooks

Williamsburg, Virginia
Satire as Shown in Freneau's Poetry
On Reading 3iography
A Guest of 2
- .rs. Spotswood
Candle Lighting 2ime
Early Amorican Furniture
Magnolia Gardens of Charleston, South Csrolina
Mount Vernon
The Washington Faraily
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The Old north Church
Come to Tea
Paul levers
A Tavt?rn in the Tom'
America's Oldest University
Songs Colonial Americans Sang (see Shaker kzag Book)
What the Old Flintlock Told MI
The Dismal Swamp
An Evening at Mount Vernon (dramatization)
The Best Known Portraits of Washington
Monticello-- Home of Thomas Jefferson
The Beautiful Lady in Crinoline
The Mother-in-law of Poe (see Hervey Allen, Israfe1,4
Me Erie Canal
The TAlue of Friendship (Drake and Halleeki
Cyrus McCormick's Reaper
Boston in 1820 (see So This is Boston/
Traveling on an Early 7ailrosi
James Fenimore Coopet
The S1,cepy Hollow Country
Edrar Ulan Poe (a word port

;'•

Bibliugraphy of the Period
The Early Years of lilliam Cullen Bryant

,
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By Stage Coach
The Wee Folk in the Catskills
The Quilting Bee, or Log Rolling, or Husking Bee
Major Andre
Hope, Faith and Charity -- Modest Maids
Webster's Dictionary
Old Time Courtesy
The Poe Shrine in Richmond, Virginia
The Pack PeOdler (read James Fenimore Cooper, The Sn7)
Joseph Jefferson as Rip Van Tinkle (this theme may oe illustrated
for aoutle credit)
Comparison of the Characters Rip Van 7'inkle and Ichabod Crane
John Bull
A New England Church and Its Service
Procis

Five Poems of the Period

1
Illustrattons and Models; Suggested Graphs; Directions for Booklet

A Room

in Jamestown in the Early Seventeenth Century

Yitdhen Utensils of Colonial Times
Colon1:1_ Fort

-Prepared especially for use with Cross,Tom Peete, Smith, Reed and
Stau.ffer,Elmer C., Amrican —riters, Good Readin$7 for Hich School,
(New York, Ginr, 1931); reProduc
'77 special permission with Ginn and
Company.

6

An'English Garden 'There John Smith Might Have Talked
A Virginia ?isherman in the Seventeenth Century
A Puritan Home
A Plan for a House in Colonial Style, with Suggestions for Decoration
The Sports of the Colonists (Any one may be used, or several).

2
Tests

1. What term is better than "literature" for what was written in
Colonial times?
2. Today authors write short stories, novels, one-act plays, etc
That did they write in colonial times?
3. Name three writers who show the snirit of colonial Arurica.
4. Tho wrote an account of Captain Phipps's life?
5. That did Captain Phipps tal-e back home to England after his voyage
to I'et de la Plata?
6. Ram() two characteristics of Captain Phipps's which Eather declares
responsible for his rise.
7. Thy did William Byrd ride the eighteen miles to Germanna?
8. Lame three things Byrd found interesting on his visit.
9. Name a famous colonial textbook.
10. Fame an event of nati:mal sIgnificance which occurred in 17E5.. In
1776.

2
?re red especially for use with Cross,Tom Peet°, Smith, Reed and
Stauffer,lner C., Am,?rican —riters, Good Reading for ,Hirh
(Lew York, Ginn, 1931): reproduced by special permission with Ginn
and Comnany.
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11. Thy, in the period of the Revolution, do we find
that "liter!,ture
as such did not flourish"?
12. 7ho were the only two authors who wrote on any but politi
cal and
practical subjects?
13. Who was the first American novelist?
14. That man prevented Franklin from becoming a poet?
15. Fame the three works which helped Franklin in his plans
for selfimprovement.
16. With whom did Franklin debate?
17. In what three things did Franklin's father say Franklin was
inferior
to Collins as a writer?
18. That must a debater avoid in putting forward an argument, accord
ing to Franklin?
19. Mich of the early American authors was noted for versatility?
2D. Then and there did ?atrick Henry, according to 7i1liam
deliver the sceech ending "give me liberty or give me
death"?
21. Thy, according to Henry's speech, were the British aeterm
ined to
fight?
22. Name one ouality which is found in both Jefferson's "Anecdote
of
Doctor Franklin" and Freneau's "On a Honeybee."
23. Name a device, strikingly used by Freneau in "To a Caty-d
id,"
which is often used by poets for distinctness of impres
sion.

3
Multiple Choice Test
(Underline the correct statement in each group)
1. 7hipns vas rarned of a mutiny as the ship lay near a Spni:
h island
by (a) the smoke from the fires of the mutineers, (b) a sailor
's
3
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yell known as "The :ling," (c) the ship's carpenter, (a) a doctor
treating the carpenter for the cplic.
2. Colonel 711liam Byrd records (a) the hanpy family life of an
important colonist, (b) the bitterness of people like Liss Thel;y
rho have to live alone, (c) a humorous criticism of the debts of
Colonel Spottsrood, (d) a story of a hatter whose friends deprived
him of a sign over a shop in Gernanna.
3. The 1.ew England Primer (a) contains beautiful etchings, (b) teaches
the alphabet T.1 rimes, (c) contains good rules for farmers, (d)
gives the only authentic account of the landing of the Pilgrims
among the breaking waves.
4. The twin tasks that faced our forefathers in the Revolutiunery
period were (1) making of powder and making balls, (b) fighting an
land and fighting on the sea, (c) sawing the seed and reaping the
grain for the soldiers, (d) winning independence and building the
nation.

1

‘.4•

5. Franklin's iutobiof7ranhy (a) is never bought by libraries today,
(b) has bfen called the most readable book published in the eighteenth
century, (c) is taken from the secret diary of Franklin's son, (d) is
delightfulIy impractical in its fanciful suggestion.
G. ?reneau (a, wrote the best novels in merica, (b) ‘r,..s the real
author of ?ranklin's kutobiography, (c) was entirely occupied in
making the laws of the nation, (d) wrote a great deal of the bitter
political and satiric verse.

-

7. Freneau writes ir "On a Honeybee" (a) one of the best tirades against
prohibition ever written, (b) a sad little poem, (c) a poem of mockheroic tone, (d) a tribute to Pharaoh.
8. The cagy-did sings (a) on the pine tree, (b) an the willow branch,
(c) on the brass kettle, (a) on the poet's shoulder.
9. Onomatopoeia is (a) the principle of sound-and-sense-in-one, (b) the
principle of completing the erroneous things first, (c) the principle
of telling one thing in terms of another, (d) the princinle of using
sound Images only in verse.
10. ;he following selections may be considered as a group because they
are narratives in aim: (a) "On a Honeybee," "An Anecdote of Doctor
Franklin," and "Patrick Ecnry's Speech,"(b) "The Tame Leer," "Captain
Phipp3's Search," and ";.. Boy's ?lans for Self Improvemnt," (c) To a
Caty-did," "The 7ild Honeysuckle," and "The Tame Deer."

II

The Young Republic

Grade D
1. At least D class standing.
2. Average at least D on all tests of the period.
3. Trite two themes from the list of theme topics for the period.

Grade C
1. Complete the work for D.
2. At least C standing in cl:ss rork.
3. Average at least C on all tests of the period.
4> '1emori,e f fty lines of prose or poetry related to the period.
5. Prepare three-minute tal—: select 7ubject from theme topics and
oral reports for tne period.

Gn...de
1. Complete the work for C.
2. kt least 3 standinp in class work.
3. Average at least 3 on all tests of the period.

OrN

4. T.!ake two three-minute oral reports, or one five-minute report,
from theme topics. If two reports are chosen, select different
%OpieS.

Grade A
L. ;;omplete the work for B.

•
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2. A standing in class work.
3. Make A on all tests of the period.
4. 'rite a short Tpoem ?atterned after some poem studied this term;
state title and author of model, or write a short original poem
in iambic meter.
5. Mate a written (oral if preferred) report on one of the items an
the reading list.

•)
Collateral Reading

Ccoper,James Fenimore

John Paul Jones
Pilo

Leather Stocking Tales
Irving,Washtngton

Alhambra
Author's Accoynt

Eimselt

3raoebridfre ,Hall
Conauest of Grenada
Golden Reign of 'nta
Legend of Sleepy Eollow
Rip Van —inkle
Salimum-rundi
Sketch Rock.
Tales of a Trsveller
Poe„agar Allan
ot-

21

Fi--11 of the House of Usher
u.old

jg

Israfel

Llurders in the Rue Lore
Hawthorne ,Nathan iel

krneriaan Notes
ndicott and the Rea Cross
Great Stone Face,
House of Seven Gables,

1.1A INA
:la-mole

of lierrynount

Llinister's _piaci,
: Veil
lion se s from an Old ianse
Scarlet Letter
Snow tmaPe
52.s_mglewood 12Alei
T--ice-2qls1 Tale•
T-onderbuOlg
Yt_ula
Lincoln, Abraham

Goodman 3rolrA

Cooper Institute AddresS
Farewell Address at _5pringfiel4
First Inaugural AC.dross
GettrIburg
incolnc..rd popp:las

v_4*
' '11
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Theme Topics

Aagnolia Cemetery, ahay.leston, South Carolina
Davis Swann Goes to Bost*
Swing Lowe Sweet Cherie*
The Establishment of Washington and Lee University
Diary of a Southern Belie
Fort Dearborn
Chief American Cities
Covered Wagon Days
A Southern Garden
A New England garde*
Famous Sous of the War Between the States
Go West, Youn

Man, Go Wst (Biography of Horace Greeley)

Lincoln's Pre-White Rouse Days
One Wore Blue, the Other Gray
Lincoln, the Orator and His Orations
Robert E. Leo
Ulysses Gran*
Poetry of the Perioll
Bibliography of Southern Litergture
Lif,: in Old Virginia as Pictured in The Great yeadaw and In Old
Vireuie,
Webster and Haynes -- Orators

23

Cabin in the Cotton
Folk Sorws of the South, regro Songs, Folk Ballads
Principle of State Sovereignty in the South
r'rinciille of ?- tilnal ..- overcignty in the rprth

1
Illustrations

Rip Van 7:ink1e (or any of his family or neichbors) a drawing, a
pu-npet, a silhouette, or a caricature in clay.
A Collection of Artist's Ideas. (Illustrations by various artists
who have drawn Rip or his friends; mount the illustrations neatly.
Do not cut the pictures from anv, book or magazine that might be
used later).
Four Full-Page Illustrations for Irving's Sketch rook (original).
A

inature but Not a Model (a model of Rip's house).

An Early Railway Train (a model or a drawing).
F.
- shions of the Early Nineteenth Century (drawiucs or costumed dolls).
Flowers Bryant

zight Have Known (drawings or models).

A Setting for Poe's Raven (drawing or models).
Poe's Cottage at Fordham (drawing or model).
Fanucil Hall (drawinp- or model).

Prepared esccially for woo with Cross,Torn Peete, Smith, Reed and
StLuffer,Elmer C., Am,:,rican 1:'riters, Good FeaAiing for Hill' School,
(Eew York, Ginn, 191); reproduced by special arrrxrement with Ginn
and Company.
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2
2ests

Short-answer Tests

1. }!or many states were admitted to the Union between 1800 and 1821?
2. What two evidences of the growth of a nation were taking shape?
3. What was the tone of our literature in this period?
4. What three names have american authors added to the list of great
characters in literature?
5. In what locality is the scene of Rip Van Winkle laid?
6. Give three characteristics of Rip hiffirrelf.
7. What type of story is The ;ylasoue of the

ed Death?

3. no wrote the speech of John Adams? Why?
9. Complete the quotation: "Sink or swim, live or die, survive or
perish, I--"
10. Where, according to 3ryart do we cet a "mild and healing sympathy"?
In what -poem does Bryant express his thought on deat42
12. What is the these of "To a Waterfowl"?
13. ra-re three poems by Poe which have as the theme the death of a
beautiful woman.
14. That is onomatopoeia?
15. Of whom was it said, "none knew thee
said it?

r41'2:0

to love thee," and Am

2
Prepared espcially for use vith Cross,Tom Peete, Smith, Reed and
3tauff(r,E1mer C., A.-nericr.c! writers, Good Readirrr for Biath SchA)1,(1ew
Y6rk, Ginn, 1931); rerroduced by special arrargeent with Ginn and
Company.

3
Test in _efinition

(Underline in each sentence a word rhich should be changed,
to ma'e the definition correct; rrite above the underlined word
the correct rord).
1. The Amorican Flag is a narrative poem, which has kept its
Popularity remarkably well.
2. Colors of the flag were regarded by the poet as blendings of
victory.
3. Even the red thunder paused in heaven to hear Israfel's music.
4. Iron bells sounded a solemn monody, or Runic song.
5. Astarte, in "Ulalums", is Identified with the tender sua.
6. A silver bell is called by Poe a tintinnabulation.
7. The recurrence of initial sound in verse is called onomatopoeia.
8. Diana was the Phoenician goddess of the moan.
9. The seraph9, or demons, went envying Annabel Lee.
10. Annabel Lee was put into a sepulchre, a tomb by the sounding tarn.

3
Prepared especiL.11y for use 7-ith Cross,Tom Peete, Smith, Reed,and
Stauffer,it;lmor G..7:!-rioun writers, gcod .ReLdirp:_fcr Eirh_Sz.hoc:1_, (rew
York, Ginn, 1931); reproduced by special arrE.mgement rith Ginn and
Company.
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The Nation Tested

Grade D
1. At least D class standing.
2. Average at least D on all tests of the
period.
3. 7rite two themes from Theme Topics.
nage 30.

Grade C
1. Complete the work for D.
2. At least C class standing.
3. Average at least C on all tests of the
period.
4. Read one book from the collateral read
ing list on a subject whidh:
a. appeals to your interests, or
h. bears directly upon the theme of
the period.
5. Report this book on the usual collater
al report form (see page
71.
If you prefer, you may n'-e this an oral
report before the class.
Grade I
1. Complete the work for C.
2. At least B class starding,
3. Lverage at least 3 on all tests of
the period.
4. Make an oral report of at least thre
e minutes on one of the
subjects from the oral re?ort list.
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5. Yake a graph from one of the suggestions listed under "Suggested
Graphs" included in this unit, or
sketch a map (this map may be traced) of the geographic area
included in this period and locate the leading literary and
social centers; indicate these centers by different colors
or some similar device.
6. Complete one item under 1Vode1s and Illustrations."

Grade
1. Complete the work for 3.
2. At least A class standing.
3. Average A on all tests of the period.
4. Lake either written or oral reports before the class on two of
the books in the collateral reading list. It is reeommended that
these reports be divided, and that one of the reports be ral
and the other be 7:ritter. This will be of greater benefit to yam.
5. ;.rrange a conference with the instructor; after this conferenoo
plan to conduct a class. You may select the phase of the period
study in which you have the greatest interest.
6. Select one item from "Models and Illustrations" which you have net
completed in a previous contract. (At any time substitutions may
be made in the cuntrict divisions such as the mouels and illua—
trations or related iteulal.

."6

Collateral

Alcott,houisa E.

eading

--1F7ht. Cousins
Little Len
Little ''omen

Alarich,Thomas 3ailey

.Zar'orie Day; and Other Stories

kt_g_xy
Allen, James Lane

of A Bad

ov

Choir Invisible
'Pluto and Violin
r
- ettle of the Pasture
reign of Law

Atherton,ert:
.rnae

The Conqueror

Badheller,Irving

Eben,Holdtio
Ir the Days. of Poor Lichr
Lights in the Cleari/w
:lin for the Ages

BurrougLs,John

Wa're Robin

Cable,George Washington

Dr. Sevier
Grardissimp,
016 Creole pan

Charrwood,Lord

Abraham Lincoln

Clemens,Samuel Langhorne

PuchleberrIr Firn
Life on the ::.issisF,Inni

?uda'nbead
Rouphirp: It
Tom Saryer
Deland,Margaret

Iron Woman
Selections from 2he Dial
Editor ard the Reader (Emerean)
Oruhic SayinRs(Bronson,Alcott)

Eggleston,Edward

Circuit Rider

Cr-sons
H.osier,Schoolboy
RoosiPr Schoolmaster
Emerson,Ralph

aldo

71rican ,Scholar
Essays
"Character"
"Compensation"
'Friendship'
"Manners"
"Self-Reliance"
Nature
Reprosentctive rtn

Garlard,Famlin

Daughter of the Middle ,ks.
-..rde'r
Wr-Travellf.d Roads

'1 r

_pan

of the Eiddle

order

Trail Makers of the Micidle Border
Hawthorne,Iiildegarde

Youth's Captain (the story of Ralph Waldo
Emerson)

Hangood,Forman

Lincoln, the

of the People

Theme Subjects

The Merman Movement
Brook Farm and Its Members
Concord, Massa3husetts
Gold:
Stephen Collins Foster
Walt Whitman -- a Biography
Brothers -- One in ,
11:c and the Other in Gray
Hawthorne's Persorality as Shown in"The Ambitious Guest"
If Rip Van Winkle Had Fnown Feathertop
A Fantasy Written After Reading "Feathertop"

(In this contract the pupil's imarinaticn may have fuLl sway in
the
creation of theme topics, since he will read much poetry of the
7ar
Between the States, and the fantastic writj.nge of Hawthorne),
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1
.4ode1s
and Il1ustrations
-

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground (picture of a Civil rar Camp).
Flags of the War Between the States (drawings or minature flags
you have made).
A Southern Plantation House (model or drawing with the floor plan).
New York in 1860 ( a series of at least three drawings).
3oston in

1860 (three original drawings).

Chicago, the Early Days of a Metropolis (three original drawings).
The Covered 7agon (a drawing or model to slow westward travel).
Gold in Hand and Danger in the Bush (a scene, either drawn or
modeled).
A Street in San Francisco in the Early Days.
The Completion of the Union Pacific Railroad (drawing or model).
The Room of a Harvard Student, 1065 (picture or model).
The Parlor (a floor plar of the room so sacred in the period).
Gardens of America: A New England Garden of 1850, A Southern Garden
of 1860, etc.
A Literary Man of The Nation Tested. (A map on r.hich are indieeted
names of famous authors, properly placed on the map to show the
birthplace of the writers, or the places with which the vriterr
are closely associated. A fairly large map on a sheet of cardboard with coloreu le*.tering to show famous birthplaces, well'14
make an attractive eiselay).

1
Preparee eopeciaily for use v:ith Cross,To71 Peete, Smith, Reed,
and Stauffer,21mer C., American 7riters, Good .peadinv for High School,
(1:cv York, Ginn, 1931): rr:pre6rced b7 speci1 arrngern-rt with Ginn
end Company.
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2
estea Graphs

1. Shc7" by rrarh the rise of newspapers and magazinea in the United
States. Find in any history of American literLture approved by the
teacher the pages dealing with periodicals of this time. Decide an
the names of magazines with important circulation, such as The
Atlantic Monthly, The Overland Monthli, The Southern Litera
Meseengerl Godey's loady's ,00k. Indicate on your graph paper, at
the top of the sheet, date intervals. At the sides of the sheet
indicate measurements of increased circulation. Choose a color for
the line representing each magazine, finally draw the lines on the
graph.
2. Plot the graph to show the increase in the number of magazines
published in the United States during this period. At the top of
your sheet put date intervals. At the sides show a measurement of
increase in number of magazines.
3. Show by graph the life span of the most important authors from
1805 through this period. Use colored crayons (color for each type
of —riter). If an arthor is noted for more than one form of writing,
draw his line double, in more than one color. At the top of this
graph put the periods with the dates. The vertical lines -111 d5vide
the periods. At the sides of the graph sheet indicate inLervaie of
five years. The horizontal lines indicate the dates of the lives of
the authors.

2
Prepared especially for use rith Cross,Tem Peete, Smitii, Reed, and
Stauffer,Elmer C., American 7riters, Good Feadinr for Eirh School, (New
York, Ginn, 1931); reproduced by special arrangement with Ginn and
Company.

4111MMI
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3
Tests

Short Answer

1. What little book, issued in this period, was destin
ed to turn
American poetry upside down? lino was the author?
2. Tho had defined the short story in this period and
helped to
establish it firmly as a type?
3. What name is linked with Poe's in this period when we
speak of
the short story? What name is mentioned with Poe's when
we
think of the criticism written in this period? Does this
linking
mean that these men wrote together?
4. Who found L'ttle Giffen rounded in a hospital? 7hat
poem, written
in the ballad stanza, did you read by the author of "Littl
e Giffin?"
5. After Little Giffen had been nursed back to health, what
became of
6. How long cid Liecoln Tait to answer Greeley's public
letter?
7. In relation to the Cl 1l ":ar, wher rr,.s Lincoln's first
inaugural
address given?
6. -:here is the scene laid for "The Ambitious Guest"
?
9. ':7hat in "The Ambitious Guest" makes it characterist
ic of Hawthorne!
10. What was the most distinguished Characteristic of the
guest in
Hawthorne's tale of the man who stopped in the mountain
hut?
11. Why do we say the theme of this story is the vanity
of ambition?
12. Uny did David Swann f.1:.11 to respond to the rich couple
and to the
young lady Who rould hav
iven him perfect bliss?

3
ilreeared especialy for use with Cross,Tum Peete, Smith, Reed, and
Stauffer,Elmer C., An ericen 'riters, God Reading for Hirt Sahool,
(Few York, Ginn, 1931); reproduced by special arrangenert with Ginn and
Company.
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4
Multiple Moice Test

(Underline the Correct Statement of Each Group)

1. After the period of reconstruction (a) the ration fell to pieces,
(b) the country depended upon its navy for its very existence,
(c) the nation entered a period of bitter and bloody strife, (d)
the country emerged consecrated to a reunited nationalism.
2. Transcendentalism teaches (a) Mprp..onism, (b) Abolition, (c) that
dental and medical science are the supreme attainments of man,
(d) that the most valuable knowledge is the higher truth attained
independently of the senses and the mind.
3. This period (a) sew New England culture and crective power reach
its peak in literature, (b) was a slack one so far as writing was
concerned, (c) developed the best literary powers of lienjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and John Adams, (d) was characterized
by the great number of new poets Who refused to be shackled
rhyme.
4. Henry Timrod says (a) a jasmine burns its fragrant lamps in the
woods, (b) writes of the New England spring, (c) tells the
romance of a fay and her sweetheart, (d) laments the spring, just
passed, that has kissed the south good-by.
Timrod's"Ode" was sun,- (a) when a statue of a bronze coloron a granite shaft was unveiled, (b) when the graves of the
federate dead were decorated in 1867 in Magnolia Cemetery.

Ca..

E. Lincoln's Letter to Horace Greeley was written (a) in reply to a
aemand for immediate emancipation published by Greeley, (b) in a
secret effcrt to stop Grecley's criticism, (c) in appeal for the
freedom of the slaves, (d) in too great a hurry.
7. Lincoln's Second Inaueural Address (a) shows Lincoln's aim to bring
as far as eoesible the opposing sides into acc!ord, (b) shovn hie
plea for the continuation of the - gy-, (c) resorts that Linc-ln said,

it

2repared esr)ecially for use rith Cross,Tom Peete, Smith, Reed, and
Stauffer,Elmer C., American 'niters, Good Reading for High Schcol, (New
York, Ginn, P-J31); reproduced by r:pecial arrgement with Ginn and

':ompany.
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"There is no peace to be purchased at the price of chains and
'Lincoln at the outcome of the
slavf-ry," (d) shows the despair 04
recently ended war.
8.

Harthorne's "The Lmbitious Guest" is (a) based on fact, (b) entirely
imacinary, (c) perfectly imposcible as a story, (d) a page of truth
from a diary.

9.

The theme of "The Ambitious Guest" is (a) Hospitality 3rings Reward,
(b) Strangers are Bad Luck, (c) The Vanity of Ambition, (d) The
Grimness of nature.

xl

10.

The style of "The Ambitious Guest" is (a) impresionistic, (b)
simple, (c) ornate, (d) unusual am'. queer.

11.

David Swann (a) met the rich old couple In his grocery store,
(b) sar the rich old couple in the stagecoach, (c) never saw the
rich old couple, (d) saw the rich old couple when he went to repair
their coach.

IV

The ration United

Grade D
1. At least D class standing.
2. Average at least D on all the tests of the period.
7rite two themes; select the topics from the theme list in the
unit. If you prefer you may write one composition, and mks
one oral report.

Grade 0
1. Complete the work for D.
2. At least C class standing.
3. Average

t least C on all the tests of the period.

4. Select a topic from the theme list, or make one for yours,elf, for
an oral report. Select a topic whch you have not used before.

Grade
1. Complete the work for C.
2. At least 3 class standing.
3. Average at least B on all the tests of the period.
4, Select the most interesYnj topic from illustrations and modeLp
and follow its in7tructions.
5. Chart or graph the representative types of writing in the different
sections of the United States for the reriod rnder the following
headings: authors, section of the country, form (whether prose or
poetry), type of wrting, title of work.

4

6. 'rite a two-hunareu-ad-fifty-vord the-le on one of the topics
from the list; be sure the topic has not been use6 before unless
you are planning a short story which may be carried from one
period to another. In this case consult the instructor for special
check on the Contract Recurd Card.

Grade A
1. Complete the vor.
,- for E.
2. A class standing.
3. Average 6 on all the tests of tle period.
4. Make au oral report before the class on one of the items on the
collateral reading list.
5. :lake a written report, using the form for collateral reading reports
on one ttem in the reading list or on some anproved book which you
en,loyed; consult the instructor before making any substitt.tio...

Collateral Reading

HarteOret

Idyll of Red

04
Luck of RoarinfrOam4
Outcasts of Poker Flat
Tennessee's Partiln
a

Harris,Joel Chandler

Eights rith Uncle ReTIJO,
Uncle Remus, yis Sortrs and SaVinP,

En-.711 1 tO

,J.G.

Selections
Lincoln

from the 7:ritir,r-s of

Hay ,John

Pi".7e Count-,,3allads

Hill,'?rederick Trevor

Ahr

Lincoln, the Layover

38

Eerndon,7illiam H.

Herndon's Lincoln.
Cre-t Life.

Eolmes,Oliver 7endell

L.utocrat of the j3rea;kfast ?able

The 2rue Story of a

lsie Veniler
Over the Teacups
Poet at the Breakfast Table
Professor at the Brealcfast Table
Holland, J. G.

Lrthur Bonnicastle

Hough, Emerson

Covered Wagon
rorth of '36

Howells, 7illiam Dean

Modern Instance
Rise of Silas Lapiham

Jaclf_son,Felen Hunt

Tlamona

James, Henry

DaisvLiller

I:ennedy,John Pendleton

Horseshoe Robinson
RoGk
Rob of the
Swa low Barn

Longfellow,Henry W.

Gourtshin of Miles Standish
7vanreline
Ladder of Saint klgustino
Sa7:dolnhin (for comparison vAtb Poe's
Icrafel)
Tales of a

':_idejnp,
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Lowell,Ji_mes
Fable for Critics

r

Selections from The . iglow Papers
First Series: "'That !!!.. Pcbinson
Minks"
Second Series: "Sunshine in the
Pastoral Line"
Selections from Leaves from mil Journal
In. Italv
'L_t Sea
A Few Bits of

oman Yosaia

Ly Study —indows
;LeIlections from Few England Two Centuri-1
.Lgo
Puritanism and Democracs
Melvlile,Herman

Molly Dick
Omoo
Redburn
rhite Jacket
Type()

4
MitChell,Silar 77eir

Pugh Wayne, Free civakor,

Motley,John Lathrop

Yerrvmoun7t
Morton's Ticalt

Muir,John

r4

Story of.gy.Bovhood ard Youth
Licolay,Helen

'

First Sum7ner in the Sierrat

Boy's

of AlrahL.7,. Lincoln

Page,Thomas Nelson

In Old Virginia
1LIAL;Rock.

1)111/1,?rancis

Conspiracy of Pontiac
Montcalm and 7'o1fe

Prescott,7illia:1 Eickling .Conoupst of Mexico
Conouest of Peru
Rothdhild,Alonzo

Lincoln, Man of Men

Riggs.Rate Douglas
77iggins

In

Liz

Garden of Kerories

New Chronicles of Rebecca
pecca of Sunny
Shauffler,R.H.
Gil-ore

roo

. Farm

Lincoln's, Birthday
Katherine Walton
gITlicampe
Partisan*
Yemassee

Stephenson, N.W.

1,braham Lincoln and the 1_11__LIAK

Stockton,?rank

Castine• is:ay of Mrs. Leaks and Mrs. 4.1eshins
"Lady or the Tiger" (short staril
?udder Grange

Stovr:ns, James

Paul Bunyan

3tJwe,Earriet Beedher

ired,
Uncle Tom's Cabin
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Thompson,Maurice

Llice of Old Vincennes

Thoreau,Henry David

Civil Disobedience
Concussion
"ond in Winter
Smolce
Solitude
Where Ihived

Wallace,Lew
Fair God
Warnr,Charies Dudley

In the filderness

Webster,Daniel

Reply to Rayne

7hittier,John Greenleaf

.aarbara FreitChie
. LeLves from L:argaret Smith's Journal
LeRends of New Enpland

YAstor, 0:en

The Vital/111p

aerre Topics

?lain Living and High Thinking
For Better or -orse (the Wedding of Priscilla and John Alden)
The Humor Element in Lowell's 7ritings
The Village Smithy
Lanier -- the Musician-Poet
Thoreau
His Life at -:-.1den
The Naturalist
Longfellow's Home and His Children
Walt 72itman
The Man
The Poet
Herman Mzlville (biography)
Eew Orleans :.r) Hearn Ynew It
The Wayside Inn
The Creole Land
The Lure of Japan (Hearn)
Manners af the Day

American Painters f:Jf

Fred Lewis, Itij_ti:iLti:re Sirce 1E70, (new York:
63-185).
Gertee
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Cape Cod
A Tramp Through the Maine Woods
Miss Confederate: Miss Yankee

3

Illustrations and Models

Drawings
Baker's Blue-Jay (p. 175)
Free Joe (p. 178)
The Rbodora (p.1871
The Last Leaf (p. 238)
A Live-Oak in Louisiana (p. 243)
Old Salt Kossabone (p. 250)
Truthful James (p.256)
The Heathen Chinee (p. 256)
A Salt Marsh in Georgia (p. 266)
Nebuchadnezzar (p. 270)
A Bird Lowell Knew (p. 296)
One of Thoreau's Neighbors (p• 313)
A Mississiopi Steamboat (p. 332)

t'rcrod esnecialty for use with Cross,Tom Peete, S=ith, I:eed and
Stauffer,Llmer C., Amen can 7rit,7,Th .Good Readine for ‘Eiah .School, Mew
York, Ginn, 1931): moroduced by slecial ar-Lugerrient with Ginn and
Company.
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Buffalo (p. 360)

Vodels
Th

Snowstorm in the Mountains (p. 167)

A Schoolgirl of ':hittier's 13oyhood Days (p. 234)
A Banjo that

ilight

Have Ben ?ust (p. 270)

Little Boy Blue to. 273)
Huck Finn's Raft (p. 320)
In the Pilot House (p. 332)

Tests

4

Shcrt Answer

1. Who were the persons turned out of Poker Flat?
2. In which of these characters did no good emerge as the story
progressed?
3. In the story of Joel Chandler Farris how did .:ajor
l''
, ramnton's
game with the Judge result in unhappiness for Joe?
4. What was Spite Calderwood's attitude toward Free Joe?
5. That became of Lucinda?
6. In what poem does Emerson say that truth and beauty cannot be
senarated?

4
Prenared eslecially for use with Cross iam Peete, Smith, Reed and
Stauffer,Elmer C.,_1zY,rican
q22E1 Beading for Hirh School, Mem
York, Ginn, 19311; reprotiuced by special arrangeent with Ginn and
Company.

•
•
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7. '.:hat is the theme of Emerson's "Days"?
S. That does 7a1t Thitman consider to be miracles?
9. 'That seems surprising to Thitman In "I Saw in Louisiana a LiveOak"?
10. That challenge is given the soul in "Darest Thou Now, 0 Soul"?
11. Lowell says in '..1;7 Caron Lccil:aintance," The
is as shy
as the
is vulgarly familiar." Fill in these blanks.
12. Who so well described an insect of the warm countries that we
feel the horror of the creature? In what selection?
13. In what piece of fiction does George Washington Cable show his
17now1euge of the Arcadians living near New Orleans?
14. That did nark 2wain tal-e up as an occupation when he found he
could not explore South America?
15. rarre tiro difficulties that made piloting a big job.

46

5
Topical Arrangement of The Vision of Sir Launfal

(Arr_nge the topics given below so that they rill follow exactly the
plan of the story. Put down in proper order the first word of each
topic).
Discovery of the new heir in the castle
Sleep on-Ahe rushes
Hope for a vision
?irst meeting with the leper
Spring and its inspiration to Sir Launfal
Organist and his approaching theme
Greediness of earth and free giving of heaven
Good in nature and bad in man
Christmas in the hall
Perfectim in Jima

Sir Launfal determines to keep his vow
Scornful giving
Castle closed to Sir Launfal
Daydreams and a desert
Giving in the true spirit of love and sympathy
Second request for alma

5
Pro-oared especially for use with Cross,Tom Peete, Smith, Reed and
Stauffer,Elmer C., L—.erlagx 7riters, Good readinm for ,Hirh School, Crew
York, Ginn, 1931): reproduced by special arrangement rith Ginn and Company.
(This test is reco'nmeudet: far the upper level group., only. The lover
groups may take it if they care to).
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V

The Turn from Romanticism to Realism

Cre D
1. At least D class standing.
2. Average at least D on all tests of the period.
3. Answer the following four ouestions on the class lectur
e on the
early short story in Americ.J.:
a. `;Ilat are the three narrative elements of the short
story?
b. Define each element.
c. By rhat plan may we study stories that require discus
sion
because of difficulty?
U. Does the length always refer to the rumber of
rords?
(The instructor may build up a simple lecture, according
to the
ability of the 'lass, based en these four parts).
4. In a few short paragraphs for each stury introduce
a strarger in
literature t, the following:
a. "The Revolt of 'Iother"
b. "All Gold Canon"
c. "The Gift of the Magi"
u. "The :ichbors"

Grade C
1. Cumplcite the werk for D.
2. At leas

C class standing.
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7. Average at least C on all tests of the period.
4. Memorize twenty-five lines of poetry from the period.
5. Chart the following facts about ten a.uti,ors of the period:
a. Sate and place of birth.
b. Section of country in vhich he lived and section of which
he wrote.
c. Type of writing which he did; illustrate the type by
quoted and referred passages from his works.

Grade B
1. Complete the work for C.
2. At least B class standing.
3. Average at least B on all tests of the period.
4. Read a one-act play outside of the text; report this play orally
from the notes and record made on small cards. These cards TrL.7.st
be handed to the instructor for observation.
5. Make a literary map of the fifty itemsin Contract C. Add this to
the map made in the former period study.

Grade A
1. Complete the work for B.
2. A class standing..
3. Average A on all tests of the period.
4. Select one Yentuclrian who has written more than one book or story
for rublication. 7:rite an interesting biography of this person.
It
will ho more inter.st.ng if this biography is supplecnted with
short selectiors from his works.
5. 77rite a critical review that might be published in the book
section

of a newspaper of a book vtich you enjoTteci in the period.
6. ii:Eke an oral report, in the class, on the history of ballads. If
it is possible bring several types of ballads to the class. (The
cla7 alvas enjoys a variation. Thy rot have at least one ballad
sure?)

Collateral Reading

Cather,"Alla

Death Comes for the 1..rchbishon

Churdhill,Tinston

Coniston

Cobb,Irving

On en Island that Cost Twenty-four Dollars.

Curv;ood,James Oliver

The lilack. BUnter

Davis,Richard Harding

Soldiers of ?ortune

Dixon,Thomas

The Clarsran

?erber,Edna

acw,coat
C.

Ford,Paul Leicester

The Honorable Peter Stirling

Freeman,Mary E.Wilkins

rev England Fun crd Other Storie
Pembroke
People of Our Neighborhood
Portion of ;,,ata

Fox,John,Jr.

Ers.ine iWje, PioneeK
L'ttle Sheer

of Elnpdo71 Come

Trail of the Lonescae Pine
GaIe,ona

Iiis Iula lett

.4110
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Harris,Cora

Circult

Hudson,William Henry

CrTrstal

"Ife
,Age

Green Yansions
,Ictrcie Land.
Hurst ,Fannie

Humoresoue

Jewett,Sarah Orne

Country of Pointed Fin,.
Deenhaven

Johnston,Mary

Great Valley,
TJ Bave and ...ta Bold

Lewis,Sinclair

Arrowsmith
ggn Street

Lincoln,Joseph

Cant'n Erie_
Galush . the Uarnifioent
Yr. i'ratt
Peel Trait

London,Jack

Call of the 7114
Sea

o1

Eidholson,Meredith

Hoosier Chronicle.

Norris,:athleen

,Ilothav

Rice, Alice Hegan

.Lark

Legacy

Lir. Pete and Company

4

Lrs. 7:iggs of

the

Cabbare Patch

•;$V

'4 .1

Rinehart,Yary Roberts

.1

Album

JP

Point
circular Ltaircase
j,cst Ecstasy
Roberts,Elizabezh Maddox Great Meadow
Tarkington,Booth

Seventeen
An.pn!ficent Antherscns
Turmoil

Marton,Edith

Age of Innocence
rew Year's Dcz

White,Sterart Edward

,51azed Trail

(Poetry)
9enet,Stephen Vincent

John Brown's .Body,

Iallay,Edna 3t.Vincent

Earn Weaver's Dream

Theme Topics

Realism
Old World Ballad Survivals in Kentucky
Edvin Iiiirkham (a biography)
The Rise of 7;estern Literature
Jessie James
7illiam F. Cody, Scout
Llong the Gypsy Trail

Passing Customs and Institutions
At the Crossroads (a precis)
Songs of the Western Plains on Radio Today
Comparison of Stevens's Listed Poems
Emily Dickinson (a biography)
Riley's Humorous Poetry
Romantic Aspects in Realistic Writings
Realism and Romance (a comparison of writers of the period with
romantic writers in earlier periods of American literature).
Roosevelt and 7ilson as Literary Men
Thy I Like 0.Henry Better(or less) Than Booth Tarkington
"-aly I Like This Period Setter (or Less) Than the ?receding Periods.

(Perhans the collateral reaaing list will suggest other titles to
yo.. If these seem too di:ficult, the C and D Contracts may
have substitutions)

1
Tests

Short Answer Test

1. Why is it not necessary to begin the study of this period rith a
stl„dy of history?

..epared especially for use ith Cross,2uni Peete, Smith, Reed. and
Stauffer,Elmer C., A;.norican 7riters, Good Reading for High School, (sew
York, Ginn, 1931); reproduced by special arraa;rement rith Ginn and
Company.

2. That feeling was shown by the wayfarer in Stephe
n Crane's poem
as he saw the weeds in the pathway and mumbled, "Yell
doubtless
there are other reads"?
3. What does the horizon represent in Cranc's poem
"I Saw a Man?"
4. Emily Dickinson says ehe will not have lived in vain
if she can
feel she has accomplished one certain thing. What is it?
5. What poem of Emily Dickinson calls to memory Whitma
n's "Goodby
My Fancy"? Why?
6.'
,There does Emily Dickinson say she hears God's sermons
on the
Sabbath?
7. How many lines has a sonnet? How many feet to the
line? What is
the rhythm?
6. Where is "Lord Level" still widely sung?
9. What ballad has the distinction of being the most popula
r of
all ballads ever sung in Great 3ritain and America? ;That
is the
only traditional tr,ilad which the nerroes seem to sing?
10. Wherr: do we get our native songs and ballads?
11. Define ballad. That regicn do we speaR of as tie great
ballad
reservoir of kmerica,

(This test is given only as a type. It will be necessary
for the
individual instructor to make additional tests to meet
the needs of
individual groups)

VI

Recent Prose And Poetry

Grade D
1. At least D class standing.
2. Average at least D on all tests of the period.
3. 7rite a biography of one of the outstanding writers of the period.
Construct a bibliography for the work; place this at the close of
the paper. (If you are not sure about the construction of this
bibliography, consult the instructor).

Grade C
1. Complete the work for D.
2. At least C clars standing
3. Average at least C on all tests of the period.
4. Trite a travel letter eased on mLteriol you have gained in reading
a recent book of fiction or of travel.

Grade B
1. Complete the work for C.
2. At least B class standing.
3. Average at least B on all tests of the period..
4. Read three average-length recent poems to the class. You may
supplement the reading: with illustrations, explanations, or
anything *which you think rill be of interest to the class.
5. hake a class survey of the pupils who enjoy recent poetry more than
that of the preceding periods. Ask for the reasons.

Grdde A
1. Complete the work: for B.
2. A class standing.
3. Average A on all tests of the period.
4. Write a poem in free verse.
5. 'Trite your honest opinion of the contract plan
as more or less
desirable than the more traditional method of
teaching.
6. Do one of the following things:
a. -rite a short one-act play and produce it for
the class.
b. Make a literary map of America. Indicate the
sectionalism
by different colors; indicate the periods, and give
any
additional information desired.

1
Collateral Eeading

Ldventure., 1.:77sterv and Thrills

Chambers,Robert 7
Collins, Gilbert

kvir. The. k-anged
yalley, of

es Unseen

Men Like Pods.
Rime Machine
Virpinian

1
Material in this list taken from 1erzberc,2ax J. and
Center,Stefla
8.,Home ,TieadinR, (Chic go: ratiAlal Council of Teachers
of English, 1930).
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Adventure, t!vsti..!ry and

;mime/ Heroes

Gray,'Vright

pswgs

James,7111

Smoky,

011ivant,Alfred

221), Son of Battle

be Cow Horse

Crime and Its ,Peteption
Clemens,Samuel

Pudd'nhead Wilson

Rinehart,Mary Roberts

Circular Stairoase

Wright 7111ard Huntington Bishop Murder Case

Four Corners of the Earth
Furman,Lucy

re

omen

çdass 7indow (sequel to Quare Women)
Chita

HeRrn,Lafcadio

Fun in FictIox
Crock of Gold

gtephens,James

Paul _Bunyan
7;06ehouse,Pelham
Grenville

;Ieet Mr.lulliner

InL..?resting Personaleg
nt of Character)
,.usten,Jano
Forester,Uorman

Sinc-le-Ht.nded
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McFee,William

Command

Parish,Ann

Perennial ;$achelor

Wilson,Mary Badger

Painted City

Williams Ben Ames

splendor

1,ove Stories
Kentucky Cardinal

Allen,James Lane
Cable,George Wahington

.ac. Sevier
eloved Vagabond

Locke,741liam John

Simon the Jester

2!_vnTime
(Special Problems in Fiction)
Gilfillin,Laura

I rent to Pitt Colleps

Iewis,Sinclair

Babbitt

Tarkington,3coth

'lice Adams

White,lilliara Allen

A Certain P,ichgati

Seafarers
Hawes„Charles B.

Dark Frigate
2
-eat Quest
.11utineers

1:yne,9eter 3.
Nordhoff,Charles

Canpv Picks
Bernard Derelict
Pearl Lagoon

41(
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the Grosvenor

Russell, 7.C.ark
Townsend,71111am

Trano

Stories of Our Generation
Cather,Willa

Professor's House

Ferber,Edna

FanAy Herself

Gale,Zona

birth

Wharton,Edith

Ethan Proms

Strangers on Our

.1-lore

Cather,Willa

za: Antonia

Bojer,John

Em-irantk

Folvap.g,:)le Edvart

Giants in the .rarth

Yezierska,kucia

Eungrv.Eearts

Zkkqgwill,Israel

Children of the Ghetto

Stcries of Other

Lags

(Ancient Peoples)

•

Austin,Jane Goodwin

Standish of Stardish

3111,.1fred H.

Red pryor's. Legacy

Catherjalla

Death Comas for tne dIrchbishOP

Marryat,?rederick

.cTest
Children of the New F

3mith,Francis Hopkinson

OoL.nol Carter of Cartersville

Tarkington,3ooth

iionsieur 3eaucaire
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Stories of Our

Boyd.James

0771

0ountrY

Drums
Marcliing On
Shadows of the Long Knives

Churchiil,Winston

CrisiR
;).ichard Carvel

Crommfield,Gertrude

,Tocelyn of the Forts

Crane,Stenhen

Red Badge of Courave

Drake,lienry Burgess

Schoouer

Frederic,horace

In the Valley

Johrston,Mary

1492
To Eave and to Eolcl

Kestcr,Paul

His Own Country

Lovelace,Maude Hart..

Barlv Candlelieht

kabie,Mary Louise

Lon,- Entices -70.1ed

Meador,Stephen W.

IphrshanIcs

Y.eigs,Cornelia

Trade Wind

Mii.ler,Elizabeth C.

Children of the. Mountain Lapis

Morrow,Honore 7illste

71th Malice, Toward /Tone

PUlsford,Eenry A.

Old2111.g.LE Carro

Skinner.Constance
Lindsay

Axid9:11mts

Tarleton,iiswoode

.i3loody, Ground

2rail
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Thompson,I.laurice

iillres
. of Old Vincennes

White,Stewart Alward

Gold.

..?..Loneers and ?rontiersmen
Catlaer,Willa

0:Pioneers

Ferber,FAna

C'Arne r on

Morrow,Ronore

rin*t Mardi

Quick,Herbert

Vancieraarl:'s Folly

Wilson,llargaret

.14 11g, 1.1c1.,augh1 ins

Short Stories
Chesterton,Cilbert K.

Wisdom of Father. 3rown
Innocence of Father 2rovm,

Cobb,Irvin

CLi Judrn Priest
Tutt and t',r. Putt

.12,eIa.nd ,Kargaret

9_1d Ches'.c,r 2a..Les
Lavendar s people

Dyke Van
Ferber,Edna

1 ue F.01.70T
Mother Knows Beet,
2,uttered Side 2age,

Freernan,liary

Ihuable Fomar_ce and Other Storiel

Fiald,ZUgene

r,f Profitable Tales
Se cor d kook

Finger,Charles J.

T.2.1es '2.orth Enewin,
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Garland,Hamlin

21Ei ..)f the High Trails

Grahame,Fenneth

mind in the 7:Mows

Harte,Bret

Tuc':,1 of 7oarinp Camp

0. HenryMlliam Sidney
Porter)

.POLr Million

Lardner,Ring 7.

Round-LIp

Morley,Christopher

;ales tnom a Roll-Pop Desk

Murfree,Ilary Noailles

In the Tennessee j4ountains

Noyes,Alfred

7:alkinr Shadows

Post,Melville Davidson

Uncle, A:tner,

Smith,Francis Hopkinson

Wi)od-?ire in yo.3

Train,Arthur

Tutt and Mr. ,Tutt

Wells,Ceorge Lerbert

Thirt
.
z,Stranc;e Stories

iister,Owen

Then West Was West.
Philosophy and Four Other Stories

Eon-?iction ?rose.

Austin,Mary Hunter
Hudson,7il1iam Henry

Flock
oo

of a Naturalist

Thoreau,Eenry David

Cane Co4

7arner,Charles Dudley

In the —ilderness.

2hrill1nci and 2r-,:ta Z.venturo
Byrd,Richard
Flight
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Finger,Charles Joseph

.Eighr.avmen

Hough,Eherson

Story of the Cowboy

Lindbergh,Anne Morrow

North to the Orient

Roosevelt Theodore

"Vinning the 'Vest,

Zssays
Upon the Important Art of Living

a IntelliPent

Erskine,John

Moral Obligation to

Hagedorn,Hermann

You Are the ,Hope of the 'arid

Roosevelt,2heodore

American Ideals and Other IssaNs

Surprising Essays
Linasay,Vachel

Handy Guide for Begrare

Morley,Christooher

Shandy Gaff
*
- tine° Pie
Pioe .7'n s

Repplier,Agnes

Points of Friction

Narratives of Travel and Adventure
(Men and Women who Have Made Records)
Amundsen,Rcald

f
. 4puth Pole(by the first man to find it)

Graham,Stephen

Trampim ':;ith a ?oet in the Rockies

Perns,dna brush

—hite Feart of th-t 1:olave
omen in Death .Valley
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Pawell,John Wesley

?irst through the Grand Canyon

Rinehart,Mary Roberts

Tentinr 7onight
Through the Glacier National Park

Also worth Hearinp About
Longstreth,Thomas lorris Catskills
Dixon,7inifred Hawkridge Westward Roboes(by auto)
Mills,Etos Abiah

Snell of the R ckies

Muir,John

Our National Park4

Seeing America
Brooks,John Graham

Ls Others See Us

Dimock,Anthony 'eston

?lorida .-Zahantments
-

Muirjohn

Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf

Great Citieg

Bercovici,Konrad

Around the World in New York

Dreiser,Theodore

Color of a Great. Citi

Irwin,7111

Hidalights of 14anhattaq

Latimer,Louise 2ayson

Your riadaington ani 1:ins

Maurice,Arthur Bartlett

Novelist7's YcyN York

Wandering Lbout and Seeirr Thinrs
Clemens,Samuel

?oIlorini7 the '&ouator
innocents _:road

lqsher,i,orothy Canfield

Rome Fires in ,Prane

'alms and Lagoons and Cannibals

Itfrica, Ele -)hants, ;,.rd Eipporotami

Boots and SaCd1e
DellenbauC,ProdericV.
Samuel

Y.orrznce of tf:e Colorado River
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Inman,Penry

Old Santa Fe Trail

Moon,Grace Purdie and
Carl

Lost Indian Marie

Muir,Jonn

'"
,,First Su-Trier ir the 1:;1erras

Parkman,Francis

Oregon Trail

Rollins,Philip Ashton

Cowboy

Hoosevelt,Theodore

LoIntinv,Trips 21 a Papdhman
Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail
7ilderress Hunter

White,Stewart Edward

L:ountains

3ntertaininp Autobiorraphies
Garland,Humlin

2rail Makers of the MiLdle 3order

James,ill

Ipne Corbel'

Higgs,Kate Douclas
Lly Garden of jlemory

How Thev Became, Great Americana.
Bok,Edwin

Americanization of Edward Bek.

Rihbarg,ibraham ntrie

Far Journev

StOmer,i&-ard Lrfred

Llien to Citizen

of Courape and Tril,ncll
Ld(ti..r.s,Jane

Twenty Years at 1.?..:11 House
Promit3 Irnd
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Jordan,Elizabeth Garner

,:.tory of a Pioneer

Keller,Helen

StItyofif

1ar,;cribanks,Edward

For the Defence

Paciunzio,Constantine

,Soul, of an Immjgrant

Pupin,:dchael

?rom Immigrant to Inventor

Russell,Issac X. and
Driggs,Howard Roscoe

Iliden Heroes of the Roc'Kies

Tiashington,Booker T.

.Da Prom..?.lavery

Ilfe

of the Indian

Eastman,Charles Llel—older Indian Boyhood

RI

From the Deep Woods to Civilization
Leforge,Thomas H.

1:emories of a 'Mite Crow Indian

Lives of Yen of 1:.ction and Loventnre

.1•''.1

Hasbrouck,Louise 3eymour

Isracl Putt=

neigs,Cornelia

Ls the Co' PlieS

Russell,Phillips

John Paul'
Tone%

Roosevelt,Theodore

AutobiograOhy

Seymour,Flora Warren

,B.2LI.!_ Life of Fremont

snith,Arthur D.H.

John Jacob Astor

Thomas,Lmell

Court

Vetal,Stanley

;It Carsr)n

Luckner,

'3

;Ayes of Statesmen and Leaders
Abbot,Larrehce Frazier
Anthony,7atherine Susan
Bradford.Gamaliel

ITpressions cf Roosevelt
/..van
,Lee the American

Charnwood,Godfrey Rathbone Abraham .Lincoln
Dodd,71i1liam Edward

'Woodrow Wilson ard LIE

Ford,Paul Leicester

True George Washington

7ork

Many-Sided ?raniin
Frantlin,Ben,!amin

Autobiogranhv

Gilman ,Bradley

Roosevel t ,the jjanny Warrior

Lodge,Henry Cabot

George Washington

Ruseell,Phillips

Per'a-in Franklin, the First Civilized
Amnrican

Sandburg,Cari

Abraham, Lincoln, the Prairie Years

Abe Iincoln Graws. tin
Slue se r,Eff le Young

Stories of Luther Burbank and His Plant
School

Sutcliffe,Alice Cary

Pobert Fulton

To7n1 inson,Everet t .

Story of General. Pershing

Trabell, Ida

jtha Foottens of the kinzolns
kife of k_braiiam

Li_fe
r/i ster „Owen

Seven

,;Ijaco14

of IZapo1e..-11
c5 of

oh

t
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Recent Lives of Authors and Publishers

Maurois,Andre

Emerron tila —isest American

Seitz,Don Carlos

Joserki Pulitzer
James Gordon 3enretts

Recollections of Interestina Experiences
Bagby,Georce William

.2111 Virrinia Gentleman

Burroughs,John

Boyhood

Garland,Hamlin

Son of the Middle Border
Daughter of the MiA:idle 3orLer

Hale,Edward Everett

New

Larcam,Lucy

Eew

Muir,John

Story of gy Boyhood ard Youth

rland .Boyhood
Englard Girlhood

Women 710 Were Leaders
Barton,William E.

j,ife of Clara Barton

Barrie.Sir James M.

Marraret Ogilvy

Dean,E1iza-7eth Pippincott Dolly Ladison e the Nation's
Hostess
?ields,JaTes Thomas

YesterLays vith APthorA

Gilcrest,Bith Bradford

;ife of Lary Lyon

?alrrar,GeorEe Herbert

l'ff? of Alice Freerlan

RicLards,Laura Elizabeth
Howe

Abirail Adams and H.,,r _Times

Shaw,Ar na Loward

tor— c.'
r- a ricrEer

almer
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Mena Topics

The Modern Short Story
Had O.Renry Lived in Few England
Doge
Favorite Tarkington Story
The Singing Tower and Edward Bok
Emily Dickinson and Her Poetry
Florida of Today
The Imapists
The New England Poets
Vadhel Lindsay
The Poetry of Carl Sandburg
Nathelia Crane
L.

Louis Untermeyer's ContributiGn to American Literature
Subjects of Recent Prose and Poetry
Why Free Verse
2y Favorite Author of the Period
Outstanding Soldier-Poets (American)
VagE,_bondia In and Cut of Verse
3eautifu1 Woril

In the Poetry of tLe Period

Sinclair Lewis, the Realist
f;

The Continental Gypsy and the American Scene
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hew England
Of 3ryant's Day
Of Robert Frost's Day
Zona Gale
Recent Motion Pictures from American Books
Types of Short Stories in American Magazines

2
Tests

Short-Answer Tests
I. In What two mays is the new poetry different
from the old?
2. That is the al
3.

of the new poets?

are seven of the leaders of the new movement.

4. That book of poetry r!a.s a best seller?
5. :Ave the approximate dates of the ner movement.
6. That has been the effect of the new poetr
y?
7. That have been the Chief faults of the new
movement?
3
True-False Test
(Place I? after each statenent you consider false, and
T. after each
statement you consider true,.
2
?repareu especially for use with Cross,Tam Peete, SmIth
, Reed and
Stauffer,Elmer O., American 7riters,Ccod iRe%L:ng for Ligh
School, (New
Yor17, Ginn, 1931); reproduced by special arrangement rith
Ginn and Company.
3
Ibid.
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1. In free verse we find abselIce of regular beat and
absence of
regular line length.
2. Recent poetry always rhymes.
3. The new poets use conversational, everyday langu
age.
4. The poems of the new movement are found to be too
silly to be
considered real poetry.
5. hew poetry tenderly cherishes well-known poetic cliche
s.
6. The new poets never use slang.
7. The new poetry is realistic in spirit.
S. A wide range of subjects, including even the common
place and
disagreeable, characterize the new poetry.
9. The new poets unfortunately lack Insight, and their
poetry is
swathed in disillusion,
le. Yew poetry has no objective quality; nothing is
described for
its own sake, but for the sake of telling what the poet
feels.

Short-Lnswer

uestions on the Text

1. What literary type has developed most recently?
2. What use was made of the short play on the Contin
ent and in England?
3. What ft,ctors entered into the development of
the one-act play?
4. How are one-act plays and short stories simil
ar?

4

Prepare6 esnecially for use with Cross,Tom Peete
, Smith, Peed and
Stauffer,Umer C., .kmerican Yriters, Goc Reading for
Higii Sch_ol, (Few
York, Ginn, 19n); reproduced by snecia' arnmgement -wit
h Ginn and
Company.
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COMLLTSICCS

Governing ideas of this study as a whole are:
1. A definite provision for different levels of mastery.
2. An opportunity for the individual pupil to place himself
at the grade-level which he desires.
"- Though the adjustment of the work to be dcne to the capacity
of the pupils has always constituted the Chief problem of the teacher,
sufficient attention has not hitherto beer devoted to it from the
point of vier of the individual pupil. All too frequently the preparation set has merely required the study of a certain :punter og
pages in a text-book or nanual, and oftc:1 this reuirement has been
hurled at the pupil at the cnd of the class period after the predismissal gong has claimed his attention. Under these circumstances
it is no v:oriier that the child fails to grasp the exact meaning of
the hastily fixed assignment, and even its relation to the sub.;eot
In hand.
Helen Parkhurst,

her book on the Dalton plan,1 states that

the conditions of a good assignment are that it shall be invariably
written, not oral, clearly expressed, and designed to shor the pupil
,that it is leading up to. In drawing it un the teacher must lose the
Idea that sh' is preparing a plal, for herself. '.hat is needed is a
plan to be used by the pupils as a guide in their attack upon parts
1
Parkhurst,He1en, Education on the :elten Plan, (Eer York, Dutton,
1922).
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of their contract job. A good assignment represents a block of the
whole job from the standpoint of the pupil himself.
During the execution of this plan various pupils were as17ed to
state frankly their opinions of the plan. These pupils represented
the high, the middle, and the low group. Invariably two types of
answers were received: "I like it because I know exactly *hat is
expected of me and where I stand irr-rades," and, "It's a lot of work,
but it's not so bad, after ail." At the beginning of the school year,
September, 1935, the plan vas explained to the class and they were
asked whether they would like to try it for the year. There was a
hearty acceptance. Even the slowest member in the class, one whobe
past grade-record was liberally sprinkled with failures and conditions,
responded as never before,because he felt that now he need not dread
the challenge in clans Ncirk and grades rhich the upper group had
always given to hl. The contract plan in true operation eliminates
failure. The following is a distribution of the grades of the twentyfour members of the class using the plan:
A

4
6
---12

he daily assignment

as nut materiLlly changed from the more tradi-

tional method, though in the case of biographical study or of classics

JO'
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given only in part in the text, the instructor introduced for a part
of the period the lecture plan in an effort to span a small part of
the chasm between high school

riglish and that of college. The

system of note-taking studieC in the composition rips,se of the year's
work was put to use here. Many parts of the term-contracts fitted
into the daily lesson and were given before the entire class as time
permitted. Parts of the upper-level contracts were especially helpful
to the class, as in the case of certain of the oral rerorts and many
of the models and illustrations. A specific example of the unit work
which was done outside of the class but presented at the class period
is the graphs showing the rise of newspapers and magazines in the
united States, Contract III, cage 32.
In the actual practice of this plan there were only a few pupils
found whose habits and sense of responsibility were so poor they
failed in organizing their time to c)mplete the contracts. The lessons
learned in having to plan his ma time are necessary parts of the
pupil's education. The ability to fit a definite assignment into a
definite time, to plan a coming day, thus demonstrating tke ability to*

1

organize his work, are determining factors toward adult nooses.
In judging the pupil's ability to accomplish these contrcts,
the reader must keep in mind chat the levels of work have been discussed
in class, and that the instructor was at hand to Eive help and criticize the results.

4
A
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This plan offers a practical scheme for a practical arrenevment
of instruction that permits the powers and abilities of the Individual
pupil to develop. Experience with the plan seems to indicate that its
real contribution to eeucational problems will be in the freeing of
teacher and pupils from the present difficult situation of limitation.
The mental habits that undoubtedly result from the plan will eliminate
the trivial and include the things that are most essential.
The cultivation of an intelligent appreciation of and love for,
the best literature does not mean vague and gushing enthusiasm. It
means, rather, rehding with comprehension of the whole matter. The
purpose of the author, as well as the words used, the literary la.cts
which involve the author's life, the history of his time, and a background of the work in hand are the fundamental objectives in the study
;
of masterpieces. Too oft7m the larger matter of general purpose is
obscured by minute attention to details.
It is difficult to determine the proportion of pupil's themes
which are eetermined by the books be studies. ?erhaps the greater
number are based on his observation and experience. If the reading of
the pupil is properly limited, there is no reason why his observations
of oertain books read should not be as interesting as his observations
of other thine's. The masterp'eees may be ueed in a comparti-;e sense
to accomplish thio ideal situation, though not to encourage deliberate
o
copying.

I.
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'These. then, are the results to be desired-- uLderstanding
and appreciation; unLerFtanding of meanings, understanding of
effects, appreciation of whatever is excellent about the work
studied or its author. With true understanding will come liking
for what is understood, ;nd by insensible degreesa taste for
the best will be formed.
To conclude, this study specifically aims at meeting, though
perhaps

n a small Aay the needs of American literature classes in

American high schools.

"Marsh, George L., 2eachers' :"_aaual for the ,Studv of Englih Classics,
(row York; Scott, Yorcsman, 1921,;p. 7 .
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